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Congressional DirecMon
• From the Commerce, JusMce, Science, and
Related Agencies AppropriaMons Bill, 2016
– “…The Commi+ee directs NASA to create an Ocean
World Explora<on Program whose primary goal is to
discover extant life on another world using a mix of
Discovery, New Fron<ers and ﬂagship class missions
consistent with the recommenda<ons of current and
future Planetary Decadal surveys.”

• Connected to the view of Ocean Worlds as
perhaps habitable and potenMally inhabited
worlds

OPAG Charge to ROW
• OPAG chartered ROW; we are coordina4ng with SBAG since some
“SBAG-owned” bodies could be ocean worlds
• IdenMfy and prioriMze science objecMves for Ocean Worlds
– Med to the Decadal Survey

• Design roadmap to explore these worlds to address science
objecMves
– Mission sequences, sustained exploraMon eﬀort

• Assess where each Ocean World ﬁts into the overall roadmap
• Summarize broad mission concepts
– Considering mission dependences & internaMonal cooperaMon

• Recommend technology development and detailed mission studies
in support of the next decadal survey
• Place exploraMon of Ocean Worlds into the larger context of Solar
System exploraMon
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Ocean World DeﬁniMon
We deﬁned an “ocean world” as a body with a
current liquid ocean (not necessarily global). All
bodies in our solar system that plausibly can
have or are known to have an ocean will be
considered.
The Earth is a well-studied ocean world that we
use as a reference (“ground truth”) and point of
comparison.

Overarching Goal
• The ROW team has focused on a drad for the
main goal for Ocean Worlds in order to start
formulaMng driving science quesMons:
Iden<fy ocean worlds, characterize their
oceans, evaluate their habitability, search for
life, and ul<mately understand any life we ﬁnd.

Explore Ocean Worlds

Four ScienMﬁcally-rich
Steps/Themes:

K.P.Hand/M.Theissen/NaMonal Geographic

– IdenMfy ocean worlds
– Characterize Oceans
– Assess Habitability
– Search for Life

IdenMfy Ocean Worlds
Example of Indirect Evidence: Tectonics
Known Ocean Worlds

Possible Ocean Worlds

IdenMfy Ocean Worlds
ConﬁrmaMon of Oceans Worlds

Gravity Science Example (Iess et al.)
Magnetometer Example (Khurana et al., 1998)

Theme 1: Iden<fy ocean worlds in the solar system
•

Is there a suﬃcient energy source to support a persistent ocean?
–
–
–
–

•

Are signatures of ongoing geologic acMvity (or liquids) detected?
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Is there remnant radiogenic heaMng?
Is there gravitaMonal energy from a parent planet or satellite?
Can the planet or satellite convert available Mdal energy into heat?
Are the planet’s or satellite’s orbital or rotaMonal properMes favorable to Mdal dissipaMon?

Do signatures of geologic acMvity indicate the possible presence of a subsurface ocean? (surface hotspots,
plumes, crater-free areas, volcanoes, tectonics)
Does the body exhibit Mdal and/or rotaMonal evidence indicaMng the presence of a sub-surface ocean?
Does the gravity and topography of the body indicate the presence of a sub-surface ocean?
Are temporal changes observed at the body that would indicate the presence of a sub-surface ocean?
Is there an atmosphere or exosphere that could be linked with the presence of a sub-surface ocean?
Does the electromagneMc response of the body indicate the presence of a sub-surface ocean?
Can the surface composiMon be linked with the presence of a sub-surface ocean?
Is the signature of a surface liquid observed (e.g. specular reﬂecMon)?

How do materials behave under condiMons relevant to any parMcular target body? (*R&A*)
–
–
–
–
–

What are the phase relaMons of material composing ocean worlds at relevant pressures and temperatures?
What is the composiMon and chemical behavior of materials composing ocean worlds?
What are the rheologic mechanisms by which material deforms under condiMons relevant to ocean worlds?
How does energy a_enuaMon/dissipaMon occur under condiMons relevant to ocean worlds?
What are the thermophysical properMes of material under condiMons relevant to ocean worlds?

Characterize Oceans
&
Assess Habitability

Waite et al., 2009

Theme 2: Characterize the ocean of each ocean world
• Characterize the ocean’s physical properMes
–
–
–

What is the thickness, composiMon, and porosity of the ice shell (crust) and how do these properMes vary
spaMally and /or temporally?
What is the thickness, salinity, density and composiMon of the ocean? How do these properMes vary spaMally
and /or temporally?
What are the drivers for, and pa_ern of, ﬂuid moMon within the ocean?

• Characterize the ocean interfaces
–
–

Characterize the seaﬂoor, including the high-pressure ocean – silicate interacMon
Characterize the ice-ocean interface

Theme 3: Characterize the habitability
of each ocean world
•

What is the availability (type and magnitude/ﬂux) of energy sources suitable for life, how
does it vary throughout the ocean and Mme, and what processes control that
distribuMon?
–
–

•

What environments possess redox disequilibria, in what forms, in what magnitude, how rapidly dissipated by
abioMc reacMons, and how rapidly replenished by local processes?
(Where) is electromagneMc (or other energeMc) radiaMon available? In what wavelengths (or energy) and
intensity?

What is the availability (chemical form and abundance) of the biogenic elements, how
does it vary throughout the ocean and Mme, and what processes control that
distribuMon?
–
–

What is the inventory of organic compounds, what are their sources and sinks, and what is their stability with
respect to the local environment?
What is the abundance and chemical form of nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorus, sulfur, and inorganic carbon,
what are their sources and sinks, and are there processes of irreversible loss or sequestraMon relaMve to the
liquid environment?

Search for Life

?

We don’t have any examples of this yet! But we’re working on it!

Theme 4: Understand how life might exist at each
ocean world and search for life
•

What are the potenMal biomarkers in each habitable niche? (determine what
we’re looking for)
– What can we learn about life on ocean worlds from studying Earth?
– What niches for life are possible on ocean worlds?
– What can we learn about life by understanding the history of ocean worlds from
their formaMon to the present?
– What should be our target indicators? (Life DetecMon Ladder)
– How do we disMnguish extant from exMnct life in environments in which life might
develop, and which Mmescales (e.g., for metabolism, reproducMon, dormancy)
ma_er?

•

How to search for and analyze data in diﬀerent environments?
– How can we look for extant life on an ocean world remotely (from orbit or during a ﬂyby)?
– How can we look for extant life on an ocean world in situ (landed, underwater, plume)
invesMgaMons?
– How can we look for extant life on an ocean world with sample return science?
– Which science operaMonal strategies should be used to detect life on ocean worlds?

Target teams
• We formed target teams for the following (groups of )
targets
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Enceladus
Europa
Pluto, Charon & KBOs
Ceres & small bodies
Ganymede and Callisto
Triton
Titan
Other satellites (“up and coming”)

• Target teams assessed the status of each target: how well
are each of the Theme science quesMons known, what do
we know about them, what is their level of their “oceanworldness”

Goals, ObjecMves, InvesMgaMons
(GOI) Document (h_p://www.lpi.usra.edu/opag/ROW/)
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* Mimas, Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Iapetus
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Next step: The Roadmap
• Philosophy

– A balanced program is important
• Address known ocean worlds to
–
–
–
–

Look for life (if considered habitable)
Characterize ocean (as needed)
Characterize habitability
Search for life

• Use a variety of mission architectures (ﬂagships -> small sats, as possible)

– we want to advance our knowledge (extend the bars) on ALL of these
bodies (eventually)
– considering that in this community we do things via decadal surveys (DS)
– A primary task of ROW is to make some well-deﬁned recommendaMons for
the next DS:
• what they should consider to be high priority, and also
• what mission concepts should be studied in advance of that DS.

– focus on the important next missions to diﬀerent classes of bodies
• Known ocean worlds
• Possible ocean worlds

• The concepts on the following slides have not been fully ve_ed by all of
ROW yet, but has been distributed for comment and feedback has been
posiMve [results are not ﬁnal]

Ocean Worlds Roadmap, Missions
Scenarios, & Technologies
• Target Teams have provided
– input on key measurements needed to move our
understanding of each target forward
– input on future mission types needed

• Technology sub-group (P. Beauchamp) has
provided
– Input on needed technologies

Roadmap
• The highest priority targets are the
known ocean worlds (no priority
implied):
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Roadmap
• The highest priority targets are the
known ocean worlds (no priority
implied)
– Europa
– Enceladus
– Titan

• The OW program also needs to go
ader a possible ocean world in the
next decade
– Triton
[results are not ﬁnal]

Europa
• Europa: Europa Clipper is a ﬂagship mission in Phase B of
development; the overarching goal of Clipper is to establish the
habitability of Europa. Armed with recent observaMons of possible
acMvity at Europa and in anMcipaMon of Clipper results, a follow-on
search-for-life mission could be sent to Europa. An astrobiologyfocused Europa Lander mission has recently been studied (Hand et
al., 2016).
• Europa Recommenda<ons for Decadal Survey and Survey
PreparaMon: The ROW team recommends that the Europa Clipper
mission conMnue as planned for its importance in characterizing the
habitability of Europa. The ROW team supports a Europa searchfor-life mission, especially if a science payload can be included that
can yield important informaMon even if life signature results are
ambiguous. Such a mission will advance the technologies needed to
detect life signatures at OW targets, especially from in situ
measurements.
[wording not ﬁnal]

Enceladus
• Enceladus: The habitability of Enceladus’ ocean has been
established using Cassini measurements, and thus to
address OW goals, a search-for-life mission could be sent as
a next step. Given the ongoing New FronMers 4 (NF4)
compeMMon, the ROW team does not prioriMze any of
these.
• Enceladus Recommenda<ons for Decadal Survey and
Survey PreparaMon: The ROW team recommends that a
search-for-life mission at Enceladus be of high priority. If an
Enceladus mission is selected for NF4, addiMonal Enceladus
mission architectures that address the search-for-life could
be studied, potenMally as a follow-on to the NF4. If an
Enceladus mission is not selected for NF4, a search-for-life
mission at Enceladus should be studied in advance of the
next Decadal Survey.
[wording not ﬁnal]

Titan
• Titan: The habitability of Titan’s subsurface ocean and any
interfaces between the ocean and surface, along with the
surface lakes and seas of methane/ethane, has yet to be
established. Thus, a habitability/ocean characterizaMon
mission to Titan is a natural next step to advance OW goals
at this body. Numerous types of mission at Titan are
possible, and given the ongoing NF4 compeMMon, ROW
does not prioriMze any of these.
• Titan Recommenda<ons for Decadal Survey and Survey
PreparaMon: ROW recommends that missions to
characterize Titan’s ocean or assess its habitability be of
high priority. If a Titan mission is selected for NF4,
addiMonal Titan missions that advance the understanding
of Titan as an OW should be studied prior to the Decadal
Survey and considered by the DS panel.
[wording not ﬁnal]

Lower-priority known ocean worlds
•

Ganymede: The ESA JUICE mission is set to explore Ganymede. JUICE will
characterize the subsurface ocean to be_er understand the formaMon and
evoluMon of this OW.

•

Ganymede Recommenda<ons for Decadal Survey and Survey PreparaMon: The
ROW team supports the ESA JUICE mission.

•

Callisto: This known OW remains to be fully characterized. Its deep subsurface
ocean and its locaMon on the edge of the Galilean satellite system limits not only
communicaMon between the ocean and the surface, but also vital energy input to
the ocean. It may serve as an end member on the OW spectrum and help, along
with Ceres, to characterize the limit of the ability of bodies to maintain oceans
with sparse Mdal input. In addiMon, because Ganymede’s ocean sits between layers
of high pressure ices, communicaMon between the subsurface ocean and the
surface, and energy input into the ocean layer are also limited there. Future
Callisto studies could therefore also inform studies of Ganymede’s ocean, as they
could place bounds on the habitability of oceans that are separated from their
rocky mantles.

•

Callisto Recommenda<ons for Decadal Survey and Survey PreparaMon: The ROW
team supports mission studies to characterize Callisto’s ocean and its
sustainability. A mission to Callisto should be studied to test if small mission
classes can help advance OW objecMves.

Triton
•

Triton: Of the possible ocean worlds, Triton is deemed the highest priority
target to address as part of an Ocean Worlds program. This priority is
given based on the extraordinary hints of acMvity shown by the Voyager
spacecrad (e.g. geyser-like acMvity; smooth, walled plains units; the
cantaloupe terrain suggesMve of convecMon in a liquid layer) and the
potenMal for ocean-driven acMvity given Cassini results at Enceladus.
Furthermore, many Triton mission architectures would simultaneously
address Ice Giant goals on which high priority was placed in the Visions &
Voyages Decadal Survey. Finally, as Triton likely represents a captured
Kuiper Belt object (KBO), comparaMve planetology with KBOs could also be
addressed in a Triton mission.

•

Triton recommenda<ons for Decadal Survey and Survey PreparaMon:
Prior to the next Decadal Survey, a mission study should be performed
that would address Triton as a potenMal Ocean World; such as study could
be part of a larger Neptune orbiter mission. The Decadal Survey should
place high priority on Triton as a target in the Ocean Worlds program.
[wording not ﬁnal]

Ceres
• Ceres: Ceres is a unique case, a hydrous dwarf planet in the
asteroid belt. Ceres harbors liquids (Ceres is ~50% H2O in volume
and has a 40 km thick shell dominated by volaMles, with a density of
1.25 g/cm3) but whether this consMtutes a current ocean is unlikely.
Ceres is included in the OW roadmap not because it is considered a
present-day ocean world, but because it may be an ancient ocean
world; it is a small and heat-limited body, likely in the process of
freezing, so it may provide an end-member scenario for mediumsized icy satellites without Mdal heaMng. R&A funding for be_er
modeling and experimental research in light of Ceres results from
the Dawn mission are relevant to understanding ocean worlds as a
whole.
• Ceres Recommenda<ons for Decadal Survey and Survey
PreparaMon: A Ceres mission with a primary objecMve to detect and
characterize any liquids within Ceres should be studied to test if
small mission classes can help advance OW objecMves.
[wording not ﬁnal]

Pluto
• Pluto: Pluto is the ﬁrst large object visited in the Kuiper belt and it
shows young, potenMally cryovolcanic terrains indicaMng acMvity
may have conMnued through much of its history. Like the case of
Triton, the source of relaMvely recent internal heat on Pluto is not
enMrely constrained, but models suggest an ocean may persist into
the present. Studying large KBOs opens up a new regime for
exploring ocean worlds in the solar system, and by comparaMve
planetology helps us understand what is possible for icy moons that
are not currently Mdally heated.
• Pluto recommenda<ons for Decadal Survey and Survey
PreparaMon: Mission studies should be performed to address
technology advances allowing exploraMon of the Kuiper belt or a
return to Pluto with an orbiter (necessary to study a potenMal
ocean). Studies to explore a potenMal KBO rendezvous as an
extended part of another mission to the outer solar system (e.g., to
a gas giant) are also encouraged.
[wording not ﬁnal]

Roadmap
• Next up for each body to maintain OW programmaMc balance:
• Europa Habitability mission– Clipper in progress
• Titan Habitability/Ocean mission– possibility of NF4
mission selec4on
• Enceladus search-for-life mission - possibility of NF4
mission selec4on
• Triton ocean mission – Triton orbiter or Neptune
orbiter with many Triton ﬂybys (with magnetometer,
gravity)
[results not ﬁnal]

Decision Rules
• If a Titan mission is not selected in NF4, then the next Decadal
Survey should rank highly a Titan mission (whatever the class) –
orbiter, plains lander, aerial explorer, lake lander and/or
submarine; such architectures could include in situ atmospheric
study at a range of alMtudes.
• If an Enceladus mission is not selected in NF4, then the next
Decadal Survey should rank highly an Enceladus mission (whatever
the class).
• If neither Enceladus nor Titan are selected in the NF4 call, the next
Decadal Survey should place an especially high priority on a mission
to study life/habitability at one or both of these bodies. A mission
that addresses both Enceladus and Titan should be considered.

[wording not ﬁnal]

ROW-Recommended Mission Studies
• Triton ocean characterizaMon
• Enceladus and Titan missions or joint mission
(regardless of NF4 outcome)
• Ceres and/or Callisto missions to detect/
characterize subsurface oceans/reservoirs
(perhaps Discovery-class?)
• Pluto ocean characterizaMon
[not ﬁnal]

Finally
• We also say words in the report about other
important but lower-priority bodies (e.g. Ariel,
Miranda, Dione)
– Just not discussed here
– Important for understanding the spectrum of
ocean worlds, though we do by necessity need to
limit our recommendaMons to the next Decadal
Survey

[not ﬁnal]

Let’s go out and study
some ocean worlds!

